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A Stochastic Basis for Curve Shape, RBE

and Temporal Dependence

V. P. Bond

I. Introduction; Definitions

The object of this presentation Is to use biophysical-mlcrodosimetric

quantities, measured in a physical surrogate or phantom cell, to explain the

shape of absorbed dose-quantal cell response curves, the role of radiation

quality and the influence of dose rate. Responses expected are explored first

in "simple" autonomous cell systems, followed by increasingly-complex

systems. The approaches used appear to account well for most experimental

findings in autonomous cell systems. Complications seen with

increasingly-complex systems appear to be confined largely to the higher dose

and dose rate ranges. Additional and earlier thoughts on the approach are

given elsewhere (1-6).

To expose cells means to place them in a charged particle field of a

strength defined in terms of the number of charged particles per unit area per

vnit time, the fluence rate 4. Exposure for a time te such that an

accumulated fluence ^t e = $ passes In the vicinity of a cell(s) entails an

associated probability, or risk R, that the cell will experience a collision

with a charged particle, and a transfer of energy to the critical volume of •.

that cell.

The cell critical volume (CV) is a non-anatomical volume within the cell,

the apparent mean diameter or "cross section" a of which can be calculated,

and within which the macromolecular target(s) must reside. The tissue content

of the CV must be "hit" by a charged particle in order for the chance of an

all-or-none alteration of the target(s) and a consequent quantal response in

the cell to be other than zero.

The term "quantal cell response" (7) denotes usually Irreversible

changes such as some types of chromosome abnormalities and cell death, and

especially genetic and neoplastic cell transformation jin vitro or ^n vivo.

Such responses are scored either by noting their presence In the Individual

cell, or by scoring tumors or abnormal organ(s) presumably derived froa a

single quantally-altered cell. Although the response is registered only as

present or absent ("go-no go", or "all-or-none"), It represents a specific
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"threshold" level of cell injury that separatee the "no response possible"

range of severity from the "response possible" range. Not considered as

quantal are all forms of "subeffective" cell injuries, for example single

strand breaks in DNA, because they are not directly observable in individual

cells and are usually repairable.

High level radiation (HLR) means exposure of a cell population in a

strong field in which all cells are hit at least once. Any further increase

in $ can then result only in additional (multiple) hits per cell and a

consequent increase In the average amount of energy deposited in, and

therefore harm and risk of serious consequence to, each cell. Low-level

radiation (LLR) exposure means exposure in a field so weak that only a small

fraction of the exposed cells are hit. Accordingly the frequency of multiple

hits on the same cell is negligibly small, and effectively all hit cells are

singly hit. Although most hit sizes are small, some may be large (i.e., LLR

and HLR refer to low and high risk exposures, and not necessarily to large or

small cell "doses").

II. Conceptual Considerations

Harm to any exposed cell can occur only if and when a stochastic

("accidental") collision takes place between a cell CV and a charged particle

in its vicinity. With LLR exposure, since the collision frequency is small,

the initial incidence of hit cells is « 1.0. The size of a hit on a cell is

defined in terms of the amount of energy transferred to and deposited in the

cell CV. The energy transfer causes Injury to that cell CV, the severity of

which depends on hit size*. Above a minimal level of severity, the cell may

show a quantal response.

The factors that determine the expected incidence of hit cells Ig, for

a given exposure, can be made explicit by use of a well known expression in

particle and nuclear physics that permits estimation of the frequency of or

"cross section" for rare particle-nuclear target collisions or "events", and

thus of the low "incidence" of hit target nuclei. Thus,

Although hit size or amount of energy deposited are conceptually sin* >r
to but not identical with "cell dose", the term dose is avoided here
because it is reserved by usage for pharmaco-toxicological situations in
which agent transfer to the cell, organ etc. is accomplished under
planned and orderly (i.e., non-stochastic) circumstances.
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IH - l»te«x - £o (1)

where IJJ Is the incidence of hit cells, f> is the fluence rate, #Is the

fluence of charged particles delivered during an exposure period of length

te, and a is the cross section of the cell CV which, with $, determines the

probability of a collision.

The expected incidence of hit cells IJJ Is equal to the product of the

total number of charged particles <S and the average cross section of the cell

CV, a. Thus accumulated IJJ is proportional to, or has a "linear, no

threshold" relationship with either te or(<, If the other is held constant,

and with^lf both vary (i.e., the relationship Is based on physical and not

biological stochastic processes). Also, IJJ is an expression of the risk to

the Individual in the exposed population. However, It provides only the

average value for all individuals in the exposed population, from which the

true risk for any given individual cannot be determined. Thuse use of IJJ as

probability or risk for the individual carries the assumption that the cross

section of the individual cell at the time of exposure was equal to the

population average.

The "exposure" responsible for a given amount of risk can thus be defined

In terms of the amount of radiation "seen" by a cell(s) during an exposure of

length te, namely $". This definition differs from both the primary and

alternative definition provided by the 1CRU, in that the former is related to

ionlzations in air, and the second Is in terms of energy, rather than charged

particle fluence. The expected incidence and average risk referred to above

is limited to that for a cell CV(s) being hit and Injured without regard to

hit size or injury severity, and does not equate to the expected Incidence of

quantally responding cells (see below).

Although the incidence of quantally responding cells In an exposed

population of cells can be scored, the total incidence of hit cells cannot be

determined in living cells. However, this incidence can be estimated

indirectly by use of a scaled up and Instrumented physical surrogate for, or

"phantom" cell CV. Specifically, a "microdosimetric" proportional counter is

filled with tissue equivalent gas and operated at reduced pressure to adjust
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for cross section differences between tbe chamber and the cell CV (8-10).

This phantom cell CV will, when placed In a radiation field, record the number

of "incidence" of hit cell CV's. The Incidence so recorded Is usually large,

not only because the chamber dimensions are large compared to a cell CV, but

because scaling up in time and field strength may also be used to obtain good

statistics on the hit size spectrua for the radiation of interest. However,

when scaled down to the dimensions of a cell CV and to the strength

of the LLR field of interest, which may involve factors of 10*> or more, the

converted reading does provide the small («1.0) incidence of hit living cell

(CV's) expected from relatively short exposures in a weak LLR field.

Because only singly-hit cells are involved, the one numerical value

determined for the incidence of hit cells also determines the numerical value

of the number of charged particles impinging on the known cross sectional area

of the CV cross section, in cm^, or the fluence of charged particles. Thus

the amount of radiation involved in the exposure is quantifiable from the

instrumented cell phantom, in terms of either the incidence of hit cells, or

the charged particle fluence, or the absorbed dose^. The amount of radiation

so determined could then be correlated empirically^ with the observed

incidence of quantally responding cells, !„, in a population exposed in the

LLR field. Conversely any exposure so measured in that field would permit •>

estimation of the expected incidence of quantal responders in a cell

population similarly exposed.

As noted above, the absorbed dose to the medium supporting a cell

population, because it is a constant times the fluence (4), can be used

The absorbed dose to the medium supporting the cells is a constant times
the fluence (i.e., the fluence in particles per cm , times the mean
energy Imparted per hit on a cell CV, averaged over unit mass of the
medium).
The value for I q thus obtained empirically is limited solely to the
specific radiation quality used for determining the response of the cell
population of interest (i.e., a separate empirical determination must be
made for each radiation quality of interest). Further, no use Is made of
the extensive data on hit size spectrum provided also by the cell phantom
measurements. A substitute inductive approach, not elaborated on here,
is presented in detail elsewhere (1,4-6). It combines the function for
the probability of a cell CV-charged particle collision with a
separately-developed function for the sensitivity of the (hit) cells as a
function of hit size, to yield the risk per cell of a quantal response.
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mathematically as a surrogate for fluence. However, it is s

conceptually-appropriate surrogate only with HLR. With LLR, it does not

measure IJJ. Nor does It measure, individually or collectively, the energy

deposited in the cell (the stochastic analogue of cell "dose"). Thus its use

with LLR is conceptually misleading and technically inappropriate.''

Nonetheless, radiobiologlcal data on cell populations exposed to LLR are now

expressed and analyzed in terms of absorbed dose, not only in the HLR range

where this practice is conceptually appropriate,5 but into the LLR range as

well. Thus in what follows, "absorbed dose" will be used with LLR, but in

quotation narks to indicate that it is employed only as a surrogate for

fluence or for the incidence of cells hit.

III. "Absorbed Dose"-Cell Response Functions Expected

in Autonomous Systems; RBE

In Fig. 1 is shown, schematically and not to scale, the initial linear

relationships for radiations of different quality. As noted above, the curve

Is linear and without threshold because the accumulated incidence of hit cells

("absorbed dose") on the abscissa is plotted against the (proportional)

accumulated incidence of quantally-responding cells on the ordinate. The

absolute and relative values of the slopes are at present determined

experimentally (see Figs. 2 and 4, from Refs. 11 to 13, discussed below), and

only these empirical values are used here. The differing slopes ("RBE") and

lengths of the initial linear curve segments are due to a changing combination

of a) the number of hit cells/rad, b) the greater proportion of large hit

This fact is evident from microdosimetric considerations, and is widely
stated or Implied. To quote directly from Kellerer (9), "absorbed dose
is a meaningful concept only If it is sufficiently high In value", and
"microdosimetry is the extension of classic dosimetry to those situations
(i.e., small absorbed doses) for which the concept of absorbed dose Is
not applicable". The same ideas are expressed by Rossi (10).
Absorbed dose Is applicable only with large exposures where every cell is
hit at least once, and additional exposure can then Increase only the
mean energy per cell. Then the mean energy concentration per cell CV
(specific energy) begins to approach the energy concentration In the
medium containing the cells (the absorbed dose). It Is then only the
fate of the entire cell population (i.e., an organ) that Is at issue, and
not the fate of individual cells.
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sizes with higher LET radiations, and c) the greater effectiveness per unit

hit size, of the larger hit sizes (1-6).

With respect to the "quadratic" or HLR transition zone between the LLR

and HLR portions of the low-LET curve L-L' shown In Fig. 1, many smaller hits

can cause only subeffective cell (CV) Injury, and are incapable alone of

causing a quantal response. However, If additional "absorbed doses" are then

delivered within a time interval short with respect to that required for

repair of that injury (see below), additional cells will acquire, by means of

multiple hits, a hit size large enough to be capable of causing, because of

the cumulative action of the Increments of subeffective cell injury from each

smaller hit, a quantal cell response. It is this multihit, cumulative or

"positively modifying" phenomenon that leads to the higher order component(s)

of the well-known formulation,

Iq - aD + BD
2+---, (3)

in which I is the radiogenic excess incidence of the all-or-none quantal

response in the exposed cell population, D is the "absorbed dose", and a and

8 are constants (the equation would be conceptually more appropriate with the

substitution of IH, the Incidence of hit cells, or dj, for "D"). • ,

It is apparent from the above that there will be a continuum of changes In

curve slope and shape as the LET changes (Fig. 2). At very high-LET, a large

fraction of hits on cells will be of a size large enough to produce a quantal

response. Hence the "aD" term will dominate and it will be difficult to see

or demonstrate a "BD2" component (14). However, Its existence has beea

demonstrated with "combined effects" experiments (15), in which the effect of

"absorbed doses" of high- and low-LET radiations, given In close tine

juxtaposition, is greater than the sum of each individually. This Is due to

the added cumulative action of the small amount of sub-effective injury In the

high-LET, and the large amount in the low-LET exposed cells. With very

low-LET radiation, on the other hand, the overall curve will be dominated by

the "BD2" component, such that, at low doses, the linear component can be

demonstrated only in very large populations of exposed cells. In4between

these extremes (i.e., between curves H and L, Fig. 1), the
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overwhelmingly-linear response for very high-LET radiation gradually gives way

to increasing curvilinear!ty as the LET is decreased.

IV. The Influence of "Dose Rate"; Autonomous Cells

The excess incidence per rad in the initial linear (LLR) portion of the

curve cannot, in populations of autonomous cells of invariant composition

during the exposure, be Influenced by "dose rate" if the linearity is in fact

due to single hits. This is because the successive single hits are delivered

"instantaneously" and essentially exclusively on previously unhit cells*

Since these successively-hit cells by definition do not interact, the

Incidence of quantally-respondlng cells per unit number of hit cells

cannot vary.

Thus "dose rate effects" can play a role only if tbe total amount of cell

Injury responsible for the quantal response is caused by more than one hit on

the same cell, and if those hits are separated in time. In other words, "dose

rate" can affect only the "BD2" part of the relationship In Eq. 3—those

quantal responses due to the cumulative and positively-enhancing effects of

more than one Increment of subeffect injury, neitber capable individually of

causing a quantal response. A decrease In "dose rate" (I.e., an increase in

the time interval between successive bits on tbe same cells) can alter Che -

incidence of all-or-none effects only If increments of subeffective cell

injury effectively disappear (I.e., are reversed, by repair or otherwise) in

the time Interval between hits, a process by which tbe total "absorbed dose"

is also in effect decreased by the Increment responsible for the first hit on

the cell.

Thus the degree to which "dose rate" has an influence is highly dependent

on the time constant for repair of subeffect cell Injury. If repair can take

place, and if sufficient time is allowed for complete repair (half tine

frequently ID the range of hours or less), then the BD^ tens becomes zero.

Thus, in Fig. 1, a large "absorbed dose" of low-LET radiation that would yield

a relatively high incidence If given rapidly In one large dose (i.e., lie on

the BD2 or L' portion of curve L ) , would, if delivered in small,

well-separated fractions, yield a much smaller Incidence (i.e., lie

essentially on the extended linear portion, L, of the initial curve). The
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phenomenon Is shown also in Fig. 3 (14). Thus, by the use of large doses

delivered at very low dose rates, one can in principle obtain the slope of the

linear curve at very low doses (see Refs. 16-18, for additional explanation

and data). An advantage of this "high dose-low dose rate" approach is that •

given degree of precision in determining the slope for L1R can be obtained

with observations of a much smaller number of exposed cells. Fron the above

it is apparent that "dose rate" is a misnomer, because the magnitude of its

effect usually reflects the amount of multihit buildup and repair that occurs

during a given exposure time period, and not the physical dose rate.

A relatively unexplored area is the degree to which the subeffective but

comparatively severe cell injury from the large hit sizes produced by high-LET

radiation can be repaired although their is some evidence (19-21) that Injury

from larger hits may be less repairable, or less rapidly repaired than Is

Injury from small hits.

V. Modifying and Competing Factors, Autonomous Cells

In autonomous cell systems, essentially all if not all changes in shape

and slope from the initial linear, proportional curve (i.e., modification of

the incidence yield per unit "absorbed dose"), seen only with larger "absorbed

doses", must be due either to multiple hits on the same cell, or the induction

of competing effects and responses in the same cell (which can in principle be

caused by either the same or a different charged particle). A general formula

for the resulting curves can be written,

I «= oD + IBD2-— 1 fE(D)], (4)

where [BD2 * f]r(D)] is the "modifying function". The net "absorbed

dose"-cell quantal response function must be the sum of the linear tern and

the algebraic sum of all modifying factors, positive and negative. Readily

identifiable modifying factors are, 1) Physical saturation. This negative

factor is due to the fact that, as the "absorbed dose" increases, an

increasing number of hits fall on a on a previously-hit cell. Its importance

is incompletely evaluated, 2) The cumulative effect of subeffective cell

injury, described above, yields the "BD2" term of Eq. (4). 3) Small hit
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size. If each of two subeffectlve hltB is smaller than one half of the

threshold size, the combination cannot cause a quantal response.

4) Mlsrepair. If the quantal response can result from misrepair, the result

would be positively modifying. 5) Cell killing. This effect competes with

non-lethal cell transformations to prevent their expression. Modification Is

thus negative, and its force is dependent on the relative cross sections for

transformation and cell lethality. It may cause the net curve to have a

negative slope, with large "absorbed doses". 6) Partial synchronization of

cells. This modifying factor, due to differences In cell sensitivity as a

function of stage of cell cycle and the selective removal of those in the more

sensitive phase(s), plays a role only with multiple large doses spaced in

time.

Although not demonstrated, intracellular biological processes other than

cell lethality could suppress expression of cell transformation. This

conceivably could be caused by the same event that causes a transformation.

Although such multiple and competing effects on the same cell could

conceivably modify even the shape of the initial linear curve, any such

modification Is not likely to be significant or detectable.

Fros Eq. 4 It is clear that a "dose rate" effect could be positive or

negative, depending on the cross section for the several modifying and •

competing factors, and the value of repair constants where they are Involved.

Insufficient knowledge of these factors is currently available to pernit

prediction. Such effects, including a "reverse dose rate effect", would be

expected to be prominent at high doses but would become Insignificant as the

initial, linear portion of the curve Is approached.

VI. Non-Autonomous Cell Systems

Although radiogenlcally altered cells in complex systems such as In

organs and In tissue culture may respond autonomously, complicating factors

frequently play a large role. Thus myriad possible influences could be

operative in these systems to change the rate of expression of cell

transformations, and some factors (e.g., hormones, viruses) are capable in

themselves of inducing neoplastlc transformation of tissues (cells). Of

interest here, In the context of IXR, are principally those products of
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genetic or neoplastlc transformation (i.e., tumors and genetically-altered

offspring), the induction of which ie due to radiogenic alteration of one or

at most a few cells, but the expression of which may potentially be modified

by influences external to the induced cell. Such modification might result

from multi- and intracellular processes, from "humoral" substances normally

present or of radiogenic origin within the cell system of interest

(endogenous), or supplied from external (exogenous) sources, (e.g., hormones,

antibodies, drugs). Involved may also be "promotion" and expression (22,23),

contact inhibition of cells in vitro (19-21,24-26) and in vivo (25), chalones

(27), and hormone suppression and enhancement of tumor expression

(22,23,28).

If such modifying (positive or negative) processes are in existence

normally in the cell system to rpromote" the expression of transformational

cell events induced by whatever agent, then they should operate "normally" on

any added cell transformations radiogenically Induced. Further, such

processes should, with LLR at least, affect each Induced cell with equal

probability. Thus the shape of the initial linear curve should not be

expected to be Influenced, but the slope could be altered substantially and

could be zero (i.e., a threshold could well pertain, for some tumors).

With HLR, on the other hand, "promotional factors" are likely to be .

radiogenically altered„ quantitatively and perhaps effectively qualitatively,

to a degree that is difficult to predict. Such alterations would be near

certain.at "absorbed dose" levels where cell injury and death from multihlt

processes are significant or dominate.

Of potential importance In this regard is the recent finding (29) of a

non-stochastic radiogenic "humoral factor" capable of suppressing DNA

synthesis at very low "absorbed doses" (1 rad or less of low-LET radiation).

Although the present factor may be only temporary in action, the finding opens

the door for perhaps other low-level radiogenic factors which may be capable

of selective suppression of Induced cell proliferation. Because such factors

are non-stochastic, they would be expected to change the slope but not the

shape of the initial part of the curve.

The critical question then is not can such complicating factors play a

role, since they can drastically affect expression. Rather, it Is at what
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"absorbed dose" level are such non-stochastic radiogenic changes perceptible,

and is this low enough to affect the initial linear slope, or even shape of

the curve. In this regard it is important to note that, even in autonomous

cell systems, enhancing factors can change the shape of the initial linear

part of the curve at "absorbed doses" of 10 rads or lower, of either low or

high-LET radiation (e.g., see Fig. 6, discussed below). Thus it may be of

little or no value to invoice data above about 10 rads, in complex or even In

autonomous systems, in an effort to shed light on the shape or slope of the

Initial part of the curve.

The above considerations emphasize the need to differentiate clearly

between the questions, what Is the actual shape and slope of the curve at the

low doses encountered in radiation protection and general population exposure

(i.e., lifetime "absorbed doses" of less than 5 rads of high-LET radiation,

and less than 10 to generally 20 or 30 rads for low-LET radiation), and what

is the shape of the overall curve for purposes of "extrapolation" to the LLR

region (largely academic unless it is from actual HLR data in man). It Is

only the shape and slope of the initial curve that is of primary importance In

developing the theoretical basis for single cell radiobiological responses and

in developing theory on which to base radiation protection practice (the

principal question addressed here). • •>

Data in complex systems are now legion, showing positive and then

negative modification with low-LET, and, for hlgh-LET radiation, only negative

enhancement (Figs. 4, Ref. 12). Negative modification with high-LET radiation

may appear at surprisingly low doses, in tissue culture (21) and in animal

tumorlgenesls (30,31). However, there are reasons why such low

"absorbed-dose" modification may be essentially unique to the systems

studied. Departure from linearity at fairly low "absorbed doses" of high-LET

radiation, and even a threshold with low—LET radiation, is most evident in

rodent carcinogenesis (18,31). However, a marked and perhaps unique

radlosensltlvity of the ovary, at least In the mouse, is well known, as is the

marked role of hormones in the promotion of many rodent tumors (22,23). Such

ovarian sensitivity appears to be absent in the human being. Such a departure

from linearity may also be seen in Jn vitro neoplastic transformation,

particular In the C3H/10T 1/2 mouse embryo-derived line (70-21,24), and
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"reverse dose rate" effects may be seen at moderate absorbed doses". However,

the system is difficult to work with, and results are inconsistent [e.g., a

"reverse dose rate effect" for low-LET radiation is reported by one group

(24), but not by another (19)]. The sy6tera involves long culture times and

contact inhibition at confluence. "Humoral factors" may well be present in

larger concentration than would be present _iii vitro". Most striking are the

recent data Indicating a "reverse dose rate" effect for neutrons, down to

"absorbed doses" of 10 rads (21,31).

The explanation for the above unexpected phenomena seen with neoplastic

cell transformation in vitro, and their possible relevance to animal and human

carclnogenesis, are unclear at present. Exposure of Tradescantia to 0.55 rads

of 0.43 HeV neutrons resulted in the same incidence of pink cell nutations,

whether exposed at 60 or 0.2 rads/Hr (12). Studies to date on th«j influence

of dose rate on the high-LET tumorigenesis response in animals (30,31), though

United, give evidence of the "reverse dose rate" effect, but definite only at

higher doses. Further, the dose response curve for neutrons is linear for

some tumors up to as much as 20 rads (32), which would argue against a reverse

dose rate effect. Also, high-LET Irradiation from radium In human beings (33)

fail to show other than a vanishlngly-small If any tumorigenlc effect at very

low rates of dose delivery. * •

The overall results to date of "low dose rate" experiments with high-LET

radiations indicate only a possible change in curve slope below 10 rads., and

not a departure from the linearity predicted by biophysical-"mlcrodos±nietric"

theory.

Cell killing can otlll play a substantial role in some systems (e.g.,

bone marrow), If moderate doses are delivered at an insufficiently-low "dose

rate". This is because the time constant for population restitution is

measured In days or weeks (as compared to hours for repair of subeffective

intracellular damage).

The single cell origin of radiogenic tumors is of obvious significance in

relation to a linear, no threshold cell Induction function. Many If not most

human tumors are of monoclonal origin (34), and there appear to be no data to

rule out a single cell origin interpretation of the monodonicity. Reasons

have been advanced (1) for why a conclusion of multicellular radiogenic cancer
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origin based on biophysical interpretations (8) does not necessarily follow

from the data considered.

VII. Experimental "Absorbed Dose"-Cell Response Curves

In Fig. 2 are shown dose-response curves for chromosome abnormalities,

for which multiple abnormalities due to different charged particle-cell

target(s) Interactions within the same cell can be scored separately. Rote

that the high-LET curves remain linear up to at least the 100 to 200 rad

region, probably because there are multiple targets per cell for similar

chromosome breaks. As the LET Is reduced, a definite but shorter linear

initial portion of the curve remains. The higher-dose portions of the low-LET

curves show the expected gradually-Increasing curvllinearity.

The expected "dose rate" effect Is shown in Fig. 3. At still lower dose

rates, the curve for "10 rad h~*" would be expected to be linear, with a

shallower slope.

The competing Influence of cell killing Is "Illustrated in Fig. 4 for pink

cell mutations In the stamen hairs of the plant Tradescantia (12,16-18). The

data are shown on log-log paper to make more evident the initial linearity of

the functions, for both low- and high-LET radiations (because there are

approximately 2 mutable cells per stamen hair, the incidence of nutated, cello,

is about one half of that shown on the ordinate). Note that the pattern for

both high- and low-LET radiation is identical to that for chromosome •

abnormalities, except that the slope of both curves begins to decrease sharply

at a mutation frequency of about 20 percent, corresponding to neutron and

gamma doses of about 10 and 100 rads, respectively. From Fig. 5 it Is

probable that the sharp "bends to the right" in the curves in Fig. A are due

to cell killing.

A marked complicating effect at very low "absorbed doses", probably due

to radiogenic hormonal Imbalance, is evident In the fast neutron dose—response

curves for mouse Harderian gland tumors shown in Fig. 6 (22). The fact that

the curve for data obtained with the use of a pituitary lsograft Is different

from (I.e., above) that for neutrons alone, Indicates that a pituitary hormone

plays a positively-modifying role in the promotion or the expression of

induced cancer cells. This effect is marked only at high doses, however, and
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is of questionable significance at low doses. Although the apparent

discontinuity at about 5 rads may or may not be significant, there 1B no

question that the Initial apparent linearity Is compromised at "absorbed

doses" of 10 rads or less.

VIII. Discussion

The Initial linearity of the "absorbed dose"-cell response curve may, In

even the simplest, autonomous eukaryotlc cell systems where It Is ubiquitous,

be overridden by additional mechanisms at "absorbed doses" as low as 10 rads

or less, for either low or high LET radiation. Thus inferences as to the

shape or slope of the curve in these very low "absorbed dosa ranges on the

basis of "extrapolation" from HLR exposure are highly questionable. At

present there appear to be no data In any system that indicate non-linearly

for the cellular initiating events below about 5 or 10 rads. However, it is

possible that, for some types of carcinogenesis in animals and in some tissue

culture systems, normally-present or radiogenic proraotors or inhibitors of

expression may either increase or reduce the slope, perhaps even to zero, for

the expression of the cell transformational events.

"Extrapolation" (interpolation) of human carcinogenesis data obtained

with low-LET radiation, from the non-llnear; high dose and dose rate portions,

of the curve to the low dose region, is well justified to obtain an upper

bound risk coefficient for LLR. Since no human data for the carcinogenic

effects of a high-LET external radiation are currently available, the question

of extrapolation is academic (as Is extrapolation of high-LET tissue culture

or animal data, in terms of shedding light on the shape or slope of the

Initial part of the curve for the experimental system or for nan). It is aost

unlikely that, even if external neutron data on human carcinogenesls vere to

become available, extrapolation from doses above 10-20 rads would be necessary

In light of the expected steepness of the elope. Thus, at doses of interest

in radiation protection of workers and the general public (i.e., life tiae

doses of less than 5 rads of' high LET, and generally less than 10-30 rads of

low LET radiation delivered at low-dose rates), there is adequate scientific

justification for use of a linear, no threshold relationship. The slope

obtained by "linear extrapolation" of human data obtained with HLR exposure
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to low-LET radiation can be used justifiably as an upper limit value for the

slope of the init ial linear curve expected with exposure to LLR.
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Figure Legends

Fig. 1 Schematic "absorbed dose"-excess Incidence curves, for a low (L) and a

high (H)-LET radiation. The slope of curve L Is for low "absorbed

doses", or for larger "absorbed doses" given at very low average "dose

rates". The curves for both low and high LET radiation saturate at

about the" sane Incidence, due mainly to cell killing. Although the

"absorbed dose is a constant times the particle fluence, the constant

changes with LET (because the fluenee/rad changes). Evidence is

strong that the initial curve for any quality radiation Is linear and

without threshold, with changing slope as the LET changes.

Fig. 2 Yield of dicentric chromosome abnonnallties in human lymphocytes after

external exposures to neutrons of 4 different radiation energies.

(From Lloyd et al., 1977).

Fig. 3 Frequency of dlcentrics induced in human lymphocytes exposed to

cesium-137 gamma radiation delivered at 400 rads per hour (—) and 10

rads per hour ( ). At dose magnitudes of 250 and 500 rads, the

low-dose rate yield of dlcentrics Is approximately one-third that

observed at the high-dose rate (Redrawn from data of Purrott and

Reeder, 1976).

Fig. 4 Neutron and x-ray dose-response curves for pink-mutant events in

stamen hairs of Tradescantia clone 02. The points represent average

values obtained by dividing the total number of mutant events by the

total number of stamen hairs scored from day 11 through day 15 after

irradiation, when the nutation frequency is highest. The open symbols

are saturation points and were not used in computing the true slopes.

The dashed lines represent slopes based on computations.

Fig. 5 Survival curves for stamen hairs exposed to neutron or x irradiation,

the surviving fraction Is the percentage of normal length hairs as

percent of control for the terminal third of the filament. The

surviving fraction consists of hairs both with and without abberatlons

(From Underbrink and Sparrow, 1974).
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Fig. 6 Ape-adjusted incidence of Rarderian gland tumors in B6CFj/Anl fenale

nice as a function of the dose of neutrons fron the JANUS reactor.
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